
Daily Use or Exercise

Medium Support

Wire-Free

One-Piece Technology

Pullover Style

High-Quality Removable Bra Cups

Creates a Smooth Seamless Look Without Lines

Seamless Design

V Front

Our lightweight shaping bralette is both functional and supportive. This wire-free push-up

bra will soon become your favorite to go undergarment because of its seamless support and

a soft feel against your skin. Use daily or for light exercising.

Materials: 29% Spandex 71% Nylon

Care: To maintain the quality and strength of the materials, we recommend a gentle cycle or

hand washing our items with mild soap and letting them air dry.

Sculpt and Shape Wireless Bra 
 $38.00 - (S, M, L) 



Daily Use or Sleep

Medium Support

Wire-Free

High-Quality Bra Cups

Encased Elastic Under Bust Seam to Push Up Breast

Lightweight & Breathable 

Adjustable Shoulder Straps

Hook-and-Eye Closure

Seamless Design

V Front

It’s time to meet your new favorite everyday bra. Our new bralette will give you the comfort

and support you seek while creating a seamless look under your clothes. Perfect for daily use

or sleep.

Materials: 23% Spandex 77% Nylon

Care: To maintain the quality and strength of the materials, we recommend a gentle cycle or

hand washing our items with mild soap and letting them air dry.

Everyday Comfort and Support Bralette
$32.00 (XS - 5XL)



Easy to Use Daily Wear

Medium Support

Butt Lifter

Tummy Control

Slims and Controls Hips

Front Zipper 

Silicone Grip on Waistband Prevents Rolling

Creates a Smooth Seamless Look Without Lines

Lightweight and Breathable 

Wear these shorts to define your tummy, lift your butt, and smooth the appearance of lumps

and bumps under any clothes. Our CoolDry lightweight breathable material is a perfect

balance of comfort and compression, creating a perfect, easy-to-put-on fit that will make you

want to wear it over and over again.

Materials: 30% Spandex 70% Nylon

Care: To maintain the quality and strength of the materials, we recommend a gentle cycle in

cold water. Do not bleach. Tumble dry low.

Everyday Define High Waist and Lift Shorts
$55.00 (S - 6XL)



Easy to Use Daily Wear

Medium Support

Tummy Control

High Leg Cut

High Rise

Seamless

Slims and Controls Hips

Four-Way Stretch Fabric

Creates a Smooth Seamless Look Without Lines

Lightweight and Breathable 

Daily shapewear made easy! This everyday shaping underwear gives you just the right

amount of compression to provide tummy control, lift and support. This underwear is

exclusively inclusive for all body types and shapes.

Materials: 10% Spandex 90% Nylon

Care: To maintain the quality and strength of the materials, we recommend a gentle cycle in

cold water. Do not bleach. Tumble dry low.

Everyday Shaping Underwear
$32.00 (XS - 5XL)



Easy to Use Daily Wear

Medium Support

Tummy Control 

High Rise

Seamless

Slims and Controls Hips

Four-Way Stretch Fabric

Creates a Smooth Seamless Look Without Lines

Lightweight and Breathable

These easy-to-use shapewear tights provide medium compression around your tummy, hips,

and thighs. The high compression section under the glutes gives you a Brazilian booty-like

enhancement that lifts, shapes, and supports. These tights are exclusively inclusive for all

body types and shapes.

Materials:  75% nylon and 25% spandex

Care: To maintain the quality and strength of the materials, we recommend hand washing in

cold water. Do not bleach. Lay flat or hang to dry 

Buttlift Tummy Control Tights
$59.00 (S - 3XL)



100% High-Quality Latex

For long or short torsos

3 Rows of hook-and-eye closures

Provides abdominal support

Controls and slims the waistline and abdomen

The short back design prevents rolling

High Compression

Slims and Controls Waistline

Use daily under clothing

Ready to upgrade your cinch, this new cincher is made with heavy-duty latex that hugs your

curves and creates a super curvy silhouette. This high compression cincher is adjustable so

you can size down as your waist size reduces. Our ultra low cut back ensures reduced rolling

and provides comfort for daily wear.

Materials:  100% Heavy-Duty Latex

Care: To maintain the quality and strength of the materials, Hand Wash in Warm Water.

Air Dry Garment By Hanging or Lay Flat to Dry. Do Not Bleach, Do Not Iron.

Ultra Cut Latex Cincher
Available In Sizes XS - 6XL



New! Woven From High-Quality Neoprene

Seamless & Latex Free

Adjustable Compression 

Covers Upper & Lower Stomach 

One Wrap Design

Six-Levels of Velcro Fastening (no zipper)  

For daily use underclothes, workouts, post-surgery, or postpartum 

Sweat-wicking  

Full midsection coverage   

Unisex, One Size Fits All (up to 9XL) 

No boning back support

Introducing, the newest version of our one-of-a-kind, one-size-fits-all Neoprene Wrap Waist Band! This cutting-edge compression

technology gives you targeted compression in any area you wish to wrap, now in our latex-free neoprene fabric. The unique design

fits all body shapes and types so, there is no need to worry about finding your size.

DETAILS

Features our specially designed, heat-trapping neoprene material and six levels of velcro fastening (no zipper) that adjusts as your

waistline reduces.  

MATERIAL

Inside: 100% Neoprene Outside: 100% Polyester 

 

PRODUCT CARE 

To maintain the quality and strength of the materials, we recommend hand washing this item with mild soap in warm water. Air dry

garment by hanging or laying it flat to dry. Do not bleach, do not iron. 

Neoprene Wrap Band

Fits sizes up to 9XL - Unisex



Goal Setting Book

What Waist Planner

12-month undated planner pages

Inspiring quotes & affirmations

Variety of planning pages including travel, budget, and more!

300+ Beautifully printed pages

Hardcover 

Includes blank pages for notes, vision boards, or creative flow!

Making goals is the first step! Now it’s time to Plan! This undated planner and goal book will

help you track all your goals, intentions, plans, and agendas. This planner encourages and

inspires you to manifest your dreams into reality by offering you a place to create and

commit to your goals. 



Easy to Use Daily Wear

Medium Support

Tummy Control

Hook and Eye Closure

High Rise

Seamless

Slims and Controls Hips

Four-Way Stretch Fabric

Creates a Smooth Seamless Look Without Lines

Lightweight and Breathable

Adustable Glute Straps

This everyday shapewear garment slims and controls your midsection while offering a

line of support under your glutes to boost and perfect your natural curves! The

breathable compression of the four-way fabric perfects and defines your natural shape.

Exclusively inclusive for all body types and shapes.

Cheeks Out Shaper
Fits sizes S - 3XL 



Comfortable Overnight Body Sculpting

Reduces swelling and bloating

Increases Circulation

Bathroom Access 

May Reduce Waistline Overtime

Four-Way Stretch Fabric

Creates a Smooth Seamless Look Without Lines

Lightweight and Breathable

Material 84% nylon 16% Elastane

Finally, get snatched while you sleep in our new everyday sleep and sculpt shapewear.

Wake up feeling less bloated and looking more sculpted. Increases circulation and

reduces swelling. Exclusively inclusive for all body types and shapes, our one-of-a-kind

exclusive sleep and sculpt technology helps you reduce swelling and bloating, and

increases circulation while you sleep. This exclusive material is lightweight, breathable,

and soft ensuring comfort for dreamy nights or relaxing days.

Everyday Sleep and sculpt 
Fits sizes XS - 4XL 



Give yourself a custom look in our Perfect fit three-way trainer. The three adjustable

straps allow you to target compression where you need it the most. Made with our

innovative High-Quality PolyStretch™ the adjustable integrated straps keep your core

stable and strong. You control your comfort level and adjust compression for your

problem areas. The three-level hook and eye clasps ensure your trainer fits like a glove!

You’ll barely feel like it’s there so wear yours daily to help tone and flatten your waist. 

- Three-level hook and eye clasp

- Three adjustable compression Straps

- Provides back support for any activity

- Retains muscle heat

- Stays in place during movement

- Light and breathable

- Seamless

Perfect Fit Trainer
$60 Fits sizes XS - 4XL 



Provides Back Support and Posture Correction

Targets: Back fat, arms, and underarm

Durable, soft, and flexible material

3 rows of hooks with adjustable shoulder straps 

Dual function

Can be used to workout in

Contains Latex 

One band, three must-have functions! Smooth and reduce under arm fat, back fat and

correct your posture. Pair your favorite waist band with this vest to create a smooth,

seamless silhouette. Adjust at your shoulders and waist with three hook closures for a

custom fit and feel.

3-in-one
$49.99 Fits sizes S - 3XL 



Made for all body types

Antibacterial and lightweight

Anti-skid and anti-rolling

Undetectable

Adjustable 3-level hook and eye waist closure

Adjustable 3-level hook and eye shoulder straps

Lace anti-slip bottom

Bathroom Access

Ready for a game-changer? Our Full Body Hourglass Trainer is designed to sculpt your

entire midsection, carving out your waist and flattening your tummy while sculpting your

back. The bottom is specially designed to offer a bit of a butt-lifting effect without flattening

while also smoothing your thighs. It has removable straps and an anti-slip grip lining for

stay-in-place support. Get a perfect fit and control how much or how little your waist is

cinched using the simple hook and eye waist adjuster. Never worry about missing the gym

again. Let this innovative compression technology help you reach your weight loss goals.

Full Body Hourglass Trainer 
$120  S-3XL



Uniquely created to flatter every shape

Body-hugging cut

Stretch and breathable fabric

True to Size

Lightweight

Breathable

Flexible

Ultra Comfort Tee

This is the softest tee you'll ever own! This short sleeve crew neck is made of our incredibly

soft luxe material that keeps your skin cool and feeling refreshed. It's the perfect closet

staple. Wear it alone or use it as a base layer to complete any look. 

Ultra Comfort Tee
Yellow, Gray, Light Yellow, and Black   

S-3XL $36



Easy to Use Daily Wear

Medium Support

Tummy Control

High Leg Cut

High Rise

Seamless

Slims and Controls Hips

Four-Way Stretch Fabric

Creates a Smooth Seamless Look Without Lines

Lightweight and Breathable

We took our best-selling tummy control underwear and made it sexier! This high-rise thong

shapewear tightens your waistline giving you a smoothier appearance. It is invisible under everything

and made to flatter all body types and shapes. Watch your tummy instantly reduce by 1 to 3 inches. 

Tummy Control Thong Shapwear Underwear 
S-3XL $25



Detachable Wrap Band for adjustable midsection compression

Easy to Use Daily Wear

Medium Support

Butt Lifter

Tummy Control

Slims and Controls Hips

Front Zipper 

Silicone Grip on Legs Prevents Rolling

Creates a Smooth Seamless Look Without Lines

Lightweight and Breathable 

This shaper does it all. It holds in your core, shapes and lifts your butt and chest, and smooths your

upper thighs. Adjust the level of compression around your midsection with the best-selling

detachable wrap band. The medium compression shorts lift your butt and smooth the appearance of

lumps and bumps under any outfit. 

Wrap Lift and Smooth Shapewear 
S-3XL $115 



For post-surgical/post-partum 

Made for all body types 

Antibacterial and lightweight 

Anti-skid and anti-rolling 

Undetectable 

Adjustable 3-level hook and eye waist closure 

Adjustable 3-level hook and eye shoulder straps 

Lace anti-slip bottom 

Bathroom Access 

If you are looking for a post-operative or postpartum garment that is comfortable and provides

support and compression, the Recovery Garment is perfect. With an anti-slip grip lining and

removable straps, you can customize the fit for maximum comfort. The bottom of the garment

sculpts your thighs and butt without flattening them, it is a garment for all your life stages. 

Available in elegant black, with the simple hook and eye waist adjuster, you control how much or how

little your waist is cinched. Recover quickly and comfortably with our Recovery Garment! 

Recovery Garment - Black $120



For post-surgical/post-partum 

Made for all body types 

Antibacterial and lightweight 

Anti-skid and anti-rolling 

Undetectable 

Adjustable 3-level hook and eye waist closure 

Adjustable 3-level hook and eye shoulder straps 

Lace anti-slip bottom 

Bathroom Access 

Recovery Garment is the perfect post-operative and postpartum garment. It offers comfort and

compression when you need it the most. With an anti-slip grip lining and removable straps, you can

customize your fit for maximum comfort. The bottom sculpts your thighs and butt without flattening

them, it is a garment for all your life stages. 

With the simple hook and eye waist adjuster, you control how much or how little your waist is

cinched. Comes in sophisticated nude, recover quickly and comfortably with our Recovery Garment! 

Recovery Garment - Nude $120
 



For post-op/post-partum 

Made for all body types 

Antibacterial and lightweight 

Anti-skid and anti-rolling 

Undetectable 

The What Waist Post Operative Compression Board is perfect for anyone who wants extra support

and comfort after surgery. This large gray board provides compression and support for the abdomen

and can be worn easily under any What Waist shapewear garment and make it even more

comfortable and supportive. 

Whether you are recovering from surgery or just looking for some extra support, the What Waist Post

Operative Compression Board is perfect for you. 

Post Operative Compression Board - $29.99



For post-op/post-partum 

Made for all body types 

Antibacterial and lightweight 

Anti-skid and anti-rolling 

Undetectable 

Looking for a little extra support and comfort after surgery? What Waist Lumbar Molder Compression

Board is just what you need! Made specifically for use with What Waist garments, this accessory

provides support for your lower back, helping you to heal and recover more quickly. 

With its versatile design, it can be used before or after surgery, as well as during your recovery

process. Get the support you need today with the Lumbar Molder Compression Board now! 

Lumbar Molder Compression Board - $19.99



Abdomen Compression Flattening Board -
$39.99

For post-op/post-partum 

Made for all body types 

Antibacterial and lightweight 

Anti-skid and anti-rolling 

Undetectable 

Tone up your abs and flatten your stomach with this add-on compression board! This easy-to-use

wrap helps reduce swelling and speeds up the healing process after surgery or childbirth. The soft,

comfortable fabric makes it a perfect fit for any body type, and the Velcro closure ensures a snug,

secure fit. 

It comes in two sizes and has a Velcro closure, so it is easy to adjust to your size – The ideal accessory

for all your life stages. 



FUSION Lightweight Shorts - Lilac 
$52

Lightweight Skin Material 

Elastic waist   

High waist   

True to size   

Lightweight    

Breathable    

Flexible 

Our Fusion Shorts in Lilac are made with our Lightweight skin material, making them super

comfortable and breathable. The soft fabric contours to your body for a perfect fit, and the woven

technology ensures a range of motion. 

Whether it’ll be cardio, dancing, or just a lazy self-care day at your house, these shorts are made for

you and your comfort in your activities. 



FUSION Lightweight Sports Bra - Lilac
 $38

Lightweight Skin Material 

Medium to Low Support 

Full-Coverage  

Medium-Support  

Four-way stretch  

Breathable  

Workout or Lounge 

Our Fusion Sports Bra in Lilac is made with Lightweight skin material that makes it feel like you’re not

wearing a bra at all. It’s supportive and allows for a full range of motion, so you can move around

freely without feeling restricted.  

You deserve to feel supported and comfortable in your own skin. With our woven technology that

contours and carves out every curve in your body, you will look and feel amazing in our Lightweight

Fusion Sports Bra. 



FUSION Rib Knit Sports Bra - Hibiscus 
 $38

Rib Knit Material ensures comfort 

Medium to Low Support 

Full-Coverage  

Medium-Support  

Four-way stretch  

Breathable  

Workout or Lounge 

The Fusion Sports Bra in Hibiscus is made with our premium Rib Knit material that pulls sweat off the

skin to keep you cool and dry. The luxurious cotton-like softness is supportive and breathable, so you'll

stay comfortable - all day long. Enough coverage and medium support for all physical activities like

cardio, dance, and yoga. Stay dry and keep your top in place. 



FUSION Rib Knit Leggings - Hibiscus
 $56

Rib Knit Material ensures comfort 

Two pockets 

High Waist 

Squat Ready! 

Lightweight 

Nylon and Spandex Blend 

Best Seller! 

The Fusion Leggings in Hibiscus are designed to help you stay cool and dry. The dark purple color is

perfect for hiding sweat, while the premium Rib Knit material pulls sweat off your skin so you can stay

comfortable all day long. 

Be comfortable in your skin, so we’ve created a product that will keep you feeling amazing all day

long. With a pocket on the leg and a V-cut waist, these pants have everything you need to feel your

best. Wrap yourself in the luxurious cotton-like softness that is supportive and breathable – you won’t

regret it! 



FUSION Rib Knit Sports Bra - Plum 
 $38

Cell Phone Pocket 

Rib Knit Material ensures comfort 

Medium to Low Support 

Full-Coverage  

Medium-Support  

Four-way stretch  

Breathable  

Workout or Lounge 

The Fusion Sports Bra in plum is designed with your comfort in mind. The back pocket fits most cell

phones, built with our trademarked Rib Knit material, it pulls sweat off the skin to keep you cool and

dry. Plus, the luxurious cotton-like softness is supportive and breathable.  

You'll love wrapping yourself in this bra's luxury. 



FUSION Rib Knit Leggings - Plum 
 $56

Rib Knit Material ensures comfort  

Two pockets 

High Waist 

Squat Ready! 

Lightweight 

Nylon and Spandex Blend 

Best Seller! 

Get the best of the best, and that's what we're offering with our Fusion Leggings in Plum. Not only are

they stylish and comfortable, but they're also made to help you stay cool and dry. 

With a pocket on the leg and a V-cut waist, these pants have it all. You'll love the luxurious cotton-like

softness that is supportive and breathable – as provided by our very own, Rib Knit technology.  



Short-Sleeve Cropped Top – Black 
$35

Medium Compression  

What Waist Logo on back  

Nylon and Spandex blend 

 

This figure-hugging top provides medium compression, making it ideal for extra support during your

workout or while you're relaxing at home. Stylish and functional, this cropped silhouette is perfect for

showing off your individual figure. 



Skater Skirt – Animal Print 
$39.99

Built In Biker Shorts

High Waist

What Waist Logo on back  

Nylon and Spandex blend 

This athleisure piece is perfect for running errands or working out at the gym. With a fun design for

the skirt, the built-in shorts provide compression and support, while the breathable fabric will keep

you cool and comfortable. Don't miss out on this must-have item! 



FUSION Rib Knit Sports Bra - Black 
 $38

Rib Knit Material ensures comfort 

Medium to Low Support 

Full-Coverage  

Medium-Support  

Four-way stretch  

Breathable  

Workout or Lounge 

This black sports bra is made with our trademarked Rib Knit material, designed to pull sweat off the

skin to keep you cool and dry. Whether you're hitting the gym or going for a run, the Fusion Rib Knit

Sports Bra in black will help you stay comfortable and focused on your workout. 



FUSION Rib Knit Leggings - Black 
 $56

Leg Pockets

Rib Knit Material ensures comfort

High Waist 

Squat Ready! 

Lightweight 

Nylon and Spandex Blend 

Best Seller! 

Indulge in the luxurious softness of our Fusion Rib Knit Leggings in black. Made with our own Rib Knit

technology, these pants are designed to help you stay cool and dry. With a V-cut waist and fabric

blended in black, they're perfect for any activity whether it’ll be leisure or exercise. 



Zipper Trainer
$69.99

Zipper closure 

Provides back support for any activity 

Retains muscle hear 

Stays in place during movement 

Light and breathable 

Seamless 

Tone up and slim down your waistline with the Zipper Trainer. This new take on a classic favorite

features three rows of adjustable zipper closures that adjust compression as your waist gets smaller.

Our exclusive, high-Quality PolyStretch fabric is breathable and comfortable, while the integrated

steel boning keeps your core stable and strong. Wear it daily to help tone and flatten your waistline

for a confident, sexy look. 

 



Ultra Comfort Sleep Tee - Brown 
S - 3XL  $48

Uniquely created to flatter every shape

Stretch and breathable fabric

True to Size

Lightweight

Breathable

Flexible

 

Slip to our What Waist Sleep Wear and never worry about uncomfortable nightwear again! Made

from our buttery soft, luxurious fabric, this sleepwear will keep you cool and relaxed all night long. You

will love the comfort and style of our What Waist Sleep Wear – coming in Brown! 



Ultra Comfort Sleep Tee - Nude 
S - 3XL  $48

Uniquely created to flatter every shape

Stretch and breathable fabric

True to Size

Lightweight

Breathable

Flexible

This cream-colored, luxurious, buttery soft sleepwear is perfect for lazy days spent at home. Whether

you are catching up on your favorite show or taking a nap, What Waist Sleep Wear will keep you

feeling comfortable and looking chic. So, ditch those old ratty pajamas and treat yourself to some

new What Waist Sleep Wear today! 



Ultra Comfort Sleep Tee - Yellow 
S - 3XL  $48

Uniquely created to flatter every shape

Stretch and breathable fabric

True to Size

Lightweight

Breathable

Flexible

Looking for a luxurious way to sleep? Look no further than What Waist Sleep Wear! Our soft buttery

fabric keeps you cool and relaxed all night long, while our flattering design ensures you will feel

beautiful and comfortable. Available now in Yellow, whether you are looking for a new pajama set or

something to wear on lazy days around the house, What Waist Sleep Wear is a perfect choice! 



Breathable, stretchable design

Zipper closure at the back 

Adjustable Laces at the front 

Latex and cotton    

Polystretch™ fabric 

Sweat-wicking    

Back support    

Looking for a unique and stylish way to get the hourglass figure you've always wanted?

Look no further than the Trainer Belt! This unique compression garment gives you

control over how much compression you need, thanks to its fashionable laces at the

front and zipper closure at the back. Plus, its high-quality PolyStretch fabric is not only

breathable but also incredibly comfortable, making it perfect for everyday wear, even

over your outfit. 

Lace-Up Trainer Belt
Fits sizes S - 3XL 



Latex and cotton    

Two removable Velcro compression straps 

SweatTech™ technology   

Zipper fastening    

Sweat-wicking    

Back support 

Looking to slim down your waistline? The Define Band Duo in Nude is perfect for you!

This double-duty define band is designed with SweatTech™ technology that traps heat

and increases your sweat output. Plus, the two Velcro compression straps are easily

adjustable and fully removable - so you can tighten them to your level of comfort and

support as your waist becomes smaller. Wear without the compression straps for

additional support under your everyday looks.

 

Define Band Duo - Nude
Fits sizes S - 4XL 



Latex and cotton    

Two removable Velcro compression straps 

SweatTech™ technology   

Zipper fastening    

Sweat-wicking    

Back support 

Tone up and slim down with the Define Band Duo in Brown, your new best friend in belly

band shapewear. With signature SweatTech™ technology that traps heat and increases

sweat output, you'll be reaching your goals in no time! The two Velcro compression

straps are easily adjustable and fully removable so you can tighten them to your level of

comfort and support as your waist becomes smaller. Duo purpose design allows you to

wear the band under your clothes without the compression straps for additional support

and a  defined silhouette.  

 

Define Band Duo - Brown 
Fits sizes S - 4XL 



Buttery Soft Shorts - Brown 
$20

Uniquely created to flatter every shape 

Stretchable

True to Size 

Lightweight 

Breathable 

Flexible

Leave the uncomfortable nightwear behind

with our Buttery Soft Shorts! Made from

buttery-soft fabric, these loungewear shorts

will keep you cool and snug all through your

sleeping hours. You'll love how comfortable

they are – perfect for any body type or shape. It

comes in brown and is best partnered up

alongside the same-colored top! 

Buttery Soft Twist Top - Brown 
$20

Uniquely created to flatter every shape 

Stretchable

True to Size 

Lightweight 

Breathable 

Flexible 

You'll never have to worry about

uncomfortable loungewear again with our

Buttery Soft Twist Top! Made from luxurious

fabric, this loungewear top will keep you cool

and comfortable all through the evening. It is

perfect for any kind of undergarment – coming

in brown alongside its amazingly comfortable

shorts that go perfectly together as one set! 



Buttery Soft Shorts - Nude 
$20

Uniquely created to flatter every shape 

Stretchable

True to Size 

Lightweight 

Breathable 

Flexible

Our Buttery Soft Shorts are the perfect solution

for all of your loungewear needs. You'll feel

comfortable and look chic no matter what you

are doing in bed or while going out! So, ditch

those old ratty pajamas today and treat

yourself to these nude-colored, buttery soft

loungewear shorts! 

Buttery Soft Twist Top - Nude 
$20

Uniquely created to flatter every shape 

Stretchable

True to Size 

Lightweight 

Breathable 

Flexible

This Buttery Soft Twist Top in nude is here for

all your lounging needs. From catching up on

TV, napping in peace, or going out without

worrying about what you’re wearing. This

loungewear top will keep you feeling

comfortable and looking chic no matter the

occasion. Partner it up with the nude shorts

and you got yourself one of the best

loungewear sets! 



Buttery Soft Shorts - Yellow 
$20

Uniquely created to flatter every shape 

Stretchable 

True to Size 

Lightweight 

Breathable 

Flexible 

Our Buttery Soft Shorts offer the perfect

solution for those looking to sleep soundly in

their new favorite pair of jammies. Made with

buttery fabric that keeps you cool and snug all

night long. When partnered with its top, this

elegant loungewear set will make anyone feel

beautiful on lazy days, around the house, or

when heading out! 

Buttery Soft Twist Top - Yellow 
$20

Uniquely created to flatter every shape 

Stretchable

True to Size 

Lightweight 

Breathable 

Flexible 

If you want to sleep like royalty, then Buttery

Soft Twist Top is your new loungewear best

friend. Made from buttery fabric that will keep

you cool and comfortable all night long while

still flattering any body type! Now in yellow too

- whether it be for a pajama set or just

something fun around the house during those

lazy days! 



Latex and cotton composition    

SweatTech™ technology    

Two removable velcro compression straps    

Zipper fastening    

Sweat-wicking    

Back support    

Want some coverage on your midsection, back, and underarms? Define Vest Duo covers

ALL those sections, bringing you the best coverage you can have for a waist trainer. This

unisex workout garment is ALSO perfect for anyone; equipped with our well-known

SweatTech™ technology, our Define Vest Duo also provides extra and versatile

compression that can be adjusted and reduced whenever. 

Define Vest Duo - Black 
Fits sizes S - 6XL 



VIBES LONG SLEEVE SHAPEWEAR
CROPPED TOP – YELLOW  $55

Medium Compression  

What Waist Logo on back  

Nylon and Spandex blend  

This shapewear not only screams vibrant but

also provides you with the comfort and

compression you need. Ideal for support, going

to the gym, or just lounging around at your

house, this is best paired with the VIBES Skin

V-Back Leggings in Yellow 

VIBES SKIN V-BACK LEGGINGS –
YELLOW  $80

V-Waist Cut  

High Waist   

Form Fitting  

Lightweight Skin Material   

Squat Ready!  

Nylon and Spandex blend  

Built with our Lightweight Skin Material, these

leggings are focused on giving you the comfort

and support you need, whether you plan to do

a workout session or chill out at your home the

whole day.  The high-rise, v-waist cut flaunts

your curves, and a handy pocket is also added

to contain your smartphone or other important

belongings. Combine these leggings with its

yellow triangle bralette pair, and be energized

throughout the day! 

https://whatwaist.com/collections/lightweight-skin-material


VIBES BODYSUIT - BLACK  
$58

Rib Knit Material ensures comfort  

Polyester and Spandex Blend  

Black bodysuit workout outfit with  

Sweat-wicking fabric  

The top-of-the-line fabric of this bodysuit

ensures breathability while aiming to highlight

your glutes. This is ideal for day-to-night wear

or whether you plan to dress it up or down.

Cover yourself with this dripping, black, one-

piece bodysuit and feel our premium Rib Knit

tech, ensuring comfort and support.  

VIBES TRIANGLE BRALETTE- YELLOW  
$40

 

Adjustable shoulder straps  

Lightweight Skin Material  

Medium to Low Support  

Built with our Lightweight Skin Material, this

bralette shouts comfort and the coverage you

always need. You can adjust the shoulder

straps to ensure support and luxury while

accentuating your form. Pair this up with our v-

back leggings in yellow to look and feel

energized no matter what activities you plan

for the whole day. 

https://whatwaist.com/collections/ribstretch-technology
https://whatwaist.com/collections/lightweight-skin-material


VIBES TRIANGLE BRALETTE- NAVY
BLUE  $40

Adjustable shoulder straps  

Nylon and Spandex blend  

Medium to Low Support   

Form Fitting 

Lightweight Skin Material 

Feel free and more flexible with this bralette's

adjustable shoulder straps, whether it's intense

workouts or a relaxing day at home. Woven

with our Lightweight Skin Material, this

shapewear also ensures the coverage and

comfort you need.

Pairing this with our navy-blue, v-back

leggings will highlight and lift your form while

maintaining that comfort and coverage you

need.  

VIBES SKIN V-BACK LEGGINGS –
NAVY BLUE  $80

V-Waist Cut  

High Waist   

Form Fitting  

Lightweight Skin Material   

Squat Ready!  

Nylon and Spandex blend

These leggings are made with our luxurious

Lightweight Skin Material, making them

comfortable to relax but supportive enough to

move around. The high-rise, v-waist cut allows

you to show off your curves and features a

handy pocket for your smartphone or other

essential belongings.  Partner this with our

navy-blue triangle bralette whenever you plan

to do those daily gym workouts or take a

lounge day home.

https://whatwaist.com/collections/lightweight-skin-material
https://whatwaist.com/collections/lightweight-skin-material


VIBES BRA – LEOPARD  $40

Scrunch butt design  

V- Waist Cut  

Lightweight Skin Material  

Elasticated waistband  

Breathable  

Squat Ready!  

High Compression  

Polyester and Spandex Blend  

The high waist scrunched bottom of these

leggings will help you accentuate your glutes,

while its sports bra pair is created for high-

impact support for an ideal fit. Also, experience

the comfort and support with Lightweight Skin

Material, our signature tech for workout and

lounging shapewear.  

VIBES LEGGINGS – LEOPARD  $80

Lightweight Skin Material 

Medium Impact 

Nylon and Spandex Blend 

Patterns May Vary 

This leopard-print bra was engineered for high-

impact support and hugs the skin for a

comfortable fit. Crafted with our NEW high-

quality Lightweight Skin Material, It's

supportive, comfortable, and molds your body

to feel like skin. Pair with the VIBES leggings in

leopard print and complete that wild look and

vibes! 

https://whatwaist.com/collections/lightweight-skin-material
https://whatwaist.com/collections/lightweight-skin-material


VIBES TUMMY CONTROL LEGGINGS -
BLACK $80

Three rows of Hook and Eye fastening

technology  

High Waist  

Comfortable  

Best Seller! 

Equipped with three rows of hooks and eye

fastening, you can adjust the compression to

the desired level and smooth your mid-section

with a sleek, clean look. This is your new choice

if you're looking for a chic shapewear

alternative or practical athleisure wear. These

black-shaping leggings will provide the most

controlled compression in athleisure leggings.  

VIBES MESH BRA - BLACK  $40

Mesh Design  

High Impact  

High Compression  

Breathable  

Polyester and Spandex Blend  

If you're planning to be sporty today, get some

workouts done, or even go out to the mall, this

shapewear will give you the fashion and the

function you need. Aimed to provide

compression and support while remaining

comfortable and breathable, this bra might be

the piece you're looking for to complete your

mesh collection.  Feel the premium VIBES with

our new, black mesh bra made with top-of-

the-line fabric.  



Elastic waistband  

Breathable  

Squat Ready!  

High Compression 

Slim your waist and accentuate your booty with these jean leggings! Featuring a figure-

hugging design, our Booty Pop Jean Leggings will shape your legs and enhance your

glutes. Whether you're hitting the gym or running errands, these leggings will keep you

feeling comfortable and looking amazing. Built with our material blend that's specially

designed to hug and accentuate your shape.

These are the Best Butt Lifting Leggings To Sculpt & Lift That Booty.

52% cotton, 33% polyester, 15% spandex

BOOTY POP JEAN LEGGINGS 
$39 

Sizes: S-3XL 
Colors: Black, Yellow, Heather Gray



Built-in Butt Lift 

Built-in Bra 

Tummy Control 

No Roll Leg 

Lightweight 

Breathable 

Tag-less 

Adjustable shoulder straps

Discover our Smooth & Shape Seamless Bodysuit! Featuring built-in shapewear features like a butt lift,

tummy control, and no-roll legs, this bodysuit will have you looking and feeling your best.  This one-

piece bodysuit is designed to provide firm compression on your tummy, belly, waist, and thighs,

support your breasts and lift your butt for a smoother, slimmer hourglass figure. Sleek and seamless -

No one will know you're wearing it, but you'll feel confident and beautiful all day long. Get ready to love

your look with our Smooth & Shape Seamless Bodysuit! 

Smooth & Shape Seamless Bodysuit
$59.99 

Sizes: XS-4XL
Colors: Brown, Burnt Orange



Introducing our newest Technology NeoSweat™ our most powerful, highest sweat-producing workout

band yet. Our NeoSweat™ technology features three layers of heat-trapping and collecting fibers with

100% breathable cotton. Two Velcro straps allow you to adjust freely to your ideal comfort level. This

band is perfect for all body types looking for full coverage, back support, and accelerated fat loss while

working out. Stars don’t shine they burn, just like these fat cells you’re about to kill in your next workout.

• Hook and loop fastener

• Elastic and braided band

• Hanging rope for easy use and dry

• Tiny clasp to prevent the zip from sliding down

• Velcro and zipper closure

• Breathable, sweat-wicking material

• Ten steel bones for targeted shaping

• Tummy & back control

Nova Sweat Band
$58.00

Sizes: S-3XL
Material: Inter-Layer: 100% Neoprene 

Outer-Layer: 100% Polyester

 



Front Zipper with Eye and Hook Closures

Elastic and Rubber Waistband Prevents Rolling

Eye and Hook Closure Bathroom Access

Slims and Controls Waistline

Tummy Control 

Back Support 

Thong Back

Open Hip

Creates a Smooth Seamless Look Without Lines 

May Reduce Up to Two Dress Sizes 

Adjustable and Detachable Shoulder Straps 

Conceal your FUPA with this full coverage shaper! This shaper enhances your silhouette &

amplifies your sexy. The high-rise design & 3-layer tummy control material offers extra

compression coverage for the upper and lower abdomen, sides, & back! This shaper isn’t rolling

or moving anywhere due to the steel bone sides. Detach & adjust at your leisure for a

comfortable shaping underneath the outfit of your choice. Confidently serve body for any

occasion!

Full-Length Thong Shaper
$55 Fits sizes S-3XL 



Easy to Use Daily Wear

Medium Support

Tummy Control

High Leg Cut

High Rise

Seamless

Slims and Controls Hips

Four-Way Stretch Fabric

Creates a Smooth Seamless Look Without Lines

Lightweight and Breathable

We took our best-selling tummy control underwear and added a butt lift! These high-rise butt

lift panties tighten your waistline, giving you a smoother appearance while naturally enhancing

your glutes. It is invisible under everything and made to flatter all body types and shapes.

Watch your butt lift and tummy instantly reduce. 

BUTT LIFT PANTIES
$25 Fits sizes XS-2XL 



Three-level hook and eye closure

Removable and adjustable waist strap

Provides back support for full-day wear

Retains muscle heat

Stays in place during movement

Encourages straighter posture

Light and breathable

Seamless

No boning

Woven From High-Quality PolyStretch™

To all of our working ladies out here putting in that 9-5, we created this band just for you. Made

with high-quality PolyStretch™ material, this band is super comfortable, easy to put on, and

breathable for all-day wear. Features 3 rows of hooks to adjust as your waist reduces in size,

promotes posture correction, and all-day back support. No need to worry about boning, rolling,

or pinching with our new Perfect Torso Work Band. Use the removable and adjustable strap to

create your perfect fit. It is perfect for extra fupa support, waist enhancement, or top tummy

coverage. Might as well get snatched while you work. 

Perfectly made with you in mind, whether you work on your feet or at a desk, this band has you

covered. 

Perfect Torso Work Band
Fits sizes XS-3XL 



Provides Back Support and Posture Correction

Conceals under arm and back fat

Durable, soft, and flexible material

Four rows of eye and hook back fastening

Natural push-up effect

Wide, adjustable straps reduce pressure

Side rods prevent rolling

Wide smoothing back for stability without ride-up

Comfortable all-day wear

Excellent Support

Soft touch fabric

Full coverage cups

This must-have push-up bra gives a smooth finish to your side and back silhouette under any

outfit. Say goodbye to back bulges and bra lines. It offers ultra-comfortable, wide side and back

straps to conceal back and underarm fat while offering modest coverage and maximum breast

support. The built-in side rods offer superior, no-spill, underarm coverage while preventing

rolling. Features adjustable and removable, wide shoulder straps for no-stress, no-slip comfort. 

Back Fat Coverage Bra
$49 Fits sizes S-3XL 



Latex-free

Super comfortable and easy to wear

Wide Strap Velcro waist adjustment

Heat-trapping material promotes increased sweating and fat cell reduction

Full midsection coverage that covers all stubborn abdominal fat

Provides instant abdominal compression and back support

Medium compression for water weight control

High-quality materials

The Wide Strap neo Sweat Band supports the core and targets the entire abdomen to increase

perspiration, making it the go-to gym solution for trapping heat. This super comfortable

garment focuses on areas like the back, love handles, and belly, helping you sweat faster and

increases the intensity of your workouts.

Wide Strap Neo Sweat Band
Fits sizes S-3XL 




